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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

I hope I'm ready for the class too, Congo ... they ask some tough questions! I do have an odd, 

special photo to share of Dr. Miranda ... it will help with some of the questions, I think. 

How's that for cryptic? 

 

Congowings:  

That is pretty cryptic. But I know no one will wonder . . . 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Nah ... 

 

Comment:  

Hi Amanda! You two are always up to something - cryptic or not! COL! 

 

Comment:  

Okay, class, sit up straight and get your pencils out. 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

Okay, Miss Amanda, we're getting ready! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Excellent! 

 

Comment:  
Hi Ms. Matheson!!! and Class!!! 

 

Comment:  
No chewing gum in class! 

 

Comment:  
Hey Amanda and Congowings....so nice to see you both today, have missed you this week and I 

know you both are very busy ladies.....thanks again for all you do and just wanted to say 

have a nice day!!!! 

 

Comment:  
Good afternoon EN/CN Congo & Amanda. I have a lunch meeting so I can not be here for class 

room chat. I just wanted to wish all the students a wonderful summer and thank them for 

all the great questions. I learned a lot from their questions. Have a great day 
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Comment:  
Hi CN--just logging on and getting ready for Mr. Matheson's class...Amanda--after it is over can 

you please post my new picture for the PEFA naming sent to me from Amanda Sawyer? I 

e-mailed it to you to post! Wanted to thanks our Swedish class too! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Oh goodness ... no other posters out there for naming the PEFA? Not that we want to play 

favorites ... :) 

 

Comment:  
So sad this will be our last class with them....they are some really great kids I have really enjoyed 

there sessions. Will miss them....have a happy summer!!!!! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

So nice that technology seems to be cooperating for our last (sniff, sniff) class! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Fingers crossed all goes well in technology-land ... 

 

Congowings:  

Hello Mrs. Matheson and students! I am glad I am able to be here to wish you a wonderful 

summer! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

I hope CN/EN doesn't mind us starting a few minutes early. After class we're going to go vote for 

the PEFA name (no campaigning, Lydia) and I'm going to show them how to adopt a 

critter on their own. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Great! (Go tohttp://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2012/05/vote-peregrine-falcon-name/ for all the 

details ... but we need help choosing a name for our education Peregrine Falcon, #10-

0070.) 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

What has our famous star, aka Gus, been doing? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Gus has been going on programs and going to some special events too – when Ed, Randy, and I 

went to a special reception in Charlottesville the other week, Gus came with us (and 

people thought he was quite handsome). The reception was at a pretty fancy house, so we 

were in the backyard (no accidents in the house!) Grayson came along too. 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

We estimate Gus has “met” more 1400 people so far this year … and I don’t even know how to 

accurately count how many online people have “gotten to know” him this year! 
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Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

Has he lost more weight since April? We LOVED seeing him during our skype session (sorry 

CN!) 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

He has! He is down to 865 grams right now (lost 25 grams since his April weigh-in) … so we’re 

on track. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

And we had so much fun during our skype session ... Gus says hi! 

 

 
 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

Do the bear cubs fight? (Alex) 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

(Alex) Not that we've seen ... they still seem a little stand-off-ish with each other (from what we 

can see on the webcam) though one of our rehabbers did see both of them in the same den 

this weekend. They're not exactly cuddling up to each other yet ... but at least they aren't 

fighting! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

Giselle wants to know how the bats are doing. 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Awww, thank you for asking! They are doing well – I’m not sure if you guys read the last 

update, but we determined that one of the issues affecting their flight is that the bats are a 

bit overweight (what I can say … we must feed our animals well here). So, they are on a 

diet.  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

The diet is going well – they have lost some weight, so that should make flying a little easier. 

One of the bats still has some missing membrane on its left wing, so we are just waiting 

for that to grow back more. 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

Nadia would like to know how Papa G'ho and the owlet are doing and when will we get to see 

them on camera? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

They are doing well! The rehab staff started exercising the owlet last week – just lightly at first, 

to see how he’s flying (flying well). I hope we’ll get him and the owlet back on cam 

soon! Last I heard from Kurt (on Friday), the cam was sent back to the manufacturer in 

New York. Hopefully it’s a quick fix. 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

How many patients do you currently have? Are there any unusual ones? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

We have about 196 patients right now – a lot! We are getting into the busiest time of year and are 

seeing anywhere from 5-25 patients a day. So far, May 17 (last Thursday) was our busiest 

day this year when we admitted 25 patients in one day! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

I don't think we have anything too unusual ... maybe an unusual number of turtles, but we've got 

lots of the regulars: box turtles, snapping turtles, opossums, a few squirrels, lots of 

raptors, lots and lots of bunnies, lots and lots and lots of baby birds ... 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

How is the crow that got the imping doing? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Doing well! The crow’s feathers are slowly growing in – so it has about four or five of its own 

right now. Once the crow mostly has its own feathers in, we’ll think about release. 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

What, no baby squirrels for Congo to take care of? LOL 

 

Congowings:  
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Ha! Yeah, we had baby squirrels but we sent them all to her ... no, just kidding. We do have a 

couple of squirrels left from the early season, but the baby season is just about over -- 

soon we'll be squirrel-less (hopefully!) 

 

Congowings:  

 
 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

What do you do when an ambassador dies? (Congo is lurking :) ) 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

(She always lurks ... Congo is everywhere ...) 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

We do have a spot here where we have buried our education animals in the past – though 

sometimes we have sent them to outside laboratories, if we’re unsure of the cause of 

death and we’d like to get more answers. 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

Is Pignoli still taking care of the screech owlets? How are they doing? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Yes, he is still "on duty"! We thought maybe we could use that non-releasable screech-owl that 

was attacked by a dog (from earlier this year), but that bird ended up going to its new 

home in North Carolina. So Pignoli is still being the owlets' role model! They are all 

doing well, growing up quickly! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

What happens to the throat (esophagus) on an owl when it turns its head 270 degrees? I think he 

was wondering why it doesn't get squished. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Oh, here we go with the hard questions. :) I phoned two friends on this one: Dr. Miranda: "Well, 

it would just be like it you turned a sock 270 degrees. they wouldn't be doing it if they 

were eating."  

Dr. Dave: "The esophagus is essentially layers of muscle and connective tissue and is very 

flexible. When the owl turns its head, the esophagus will twist on itself. When in this 

position, an owl would not be able to swallow, at least not without turning its head back 

around to the front." 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Otherwise though ... the trachea is really flexible, but really strong -- tougher than mammals 

because of the complete rings that go around the trachea. 
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Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

Kayla just remembered a question she had - what is the difference between "opposum" and 

"possum"? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Well, around here, I think people are using those words to mean one and the same animal -- they 

just drop the "o" since some people don't really pronounce that. But really, there are 

"possums" in Australia -- still marsupials but different from our Virginia Opossums that 

we have here. 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

Ohh, Miss Amanda had to 'phone a friend" lol 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Yeah, I rely on Dr. Miranda for some of these tough questions!! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

Okay, time for some anatomy questions. We've been learning about the human skeletal system 

and did some comparing with a bird skeleton. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Oh boy!! Fun stuff. I admit I had to have Dr. Miranda help jog my memory on some of this, and 

I spent time looking at bird skeletons ... but it's all coming back to me. 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

How is a keeled sternum different from a human sternum? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Well, overall there are (believe it or not) a fair number of similarities between birds and people! 

The main difference, all around though, is that birds are adapted to flight. So most 

differences center around that very big difference. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

For the sternum -- in birds, the ridge of their sternum is the keel. That is actually quite large, all 

for the purpose of flight muscles attaching to that area. That's the area we feel when we're 

getting a body condition score on a bird -- we feel if they are too thin (some of our 

incoming patients that haven't eaten in a good while), too fat (Gus!), or in good body 

condition. 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

Do humans have caudal vertebrae? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Yes, they are fused in humans into the coccyx -- or our tailbone. Probably something we don't 

even think about until you bruise your tailbone! 
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Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

Miss Amanda probably had a real skeleton to look at, we just had a diagram (Wings was so 

gracious to email me.) 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

I mainly use our labeled radiographs -- I think Dr. M was working with a student on building a 

real skeleton, at one point, but I don't think that's done yet! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

Is the furcula (wishbone) on birds all the same size? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Nope, just like everything else, bird bones come in different sizes. The furcula (or wishbone or 

clavicle) of an eagle is much larger than say, a robin's clavicle! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

Is the clavicle on a human the same as the coracoid on a bird? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Nope, birds have clavicles too -- that's the furcula, or wishbone. Coracoids are special to birds 

(and some reptiles too -- just not humans!) Dr. Miranda says: We don’t have coracoids; 

they are similar to the strut (I think that is what it is called) in an airplane. Basically on 

the down stroke of the wings, the coracoids prevent the chest from collapsing. 

 

 
 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

The question, "Does Gus have a wishbone?" was just shouted across the computer lab. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Yup!! Maybe you can see it between these two rads ... though his is a little fuzzy ... so first, the 

bird (not sure which) with the labeled wishbone/furcula/clavicle 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

You can see the clavicle in light blue. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

And you guys know this radiograph: 

 

 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

So maybe you guys can zoom in after the discussion and see if you can find Gus's wishbone! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

Are the knees on all birds high (like on Gus) 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

And speaking of the knee radiograph ... 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Hmmmm ... "all birds" seems like it might be a trick question ... but I think on a lot of birds, yes, 

the knees are high, like you guys discovered on Gus! I think you'd find penguin knees a 

bit lower, but they are just weird birds all around. :) 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

Boy, we're going to have to scroll back when we're finished and have some discussions about 

these answers! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

I think Gus would appreciate us admiring his outside, although there is lots of excitement about 

seeing the furcula! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Yes, who knew Gus would be so admired outside and inside! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

Do birds have a spine? (or is this the illium?) 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Yes, like all vertebrates, birds have a spine that runs the length of their body. The ilium is a bone 

in the pelvic girdle. There are a lot of fused bones in that area to add extra support to the 

legs -- they need it, with all the force from take-off and landing! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

The pygostyle is just the very end of the caudal vertebrae -- a few final vertebrae that are fused 

together. It's important for supporting the bird's tail feathers! You can see it in one of our 

labeled radiographs above. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

And I can see Gus's too on his radiographs! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

What exactly is the pygostyle (if already aave caudal vertebrae?) 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

And it would've helped if I pushed that question first ... :) 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

Do birds have more than one phalange in its wing? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Yup, they have three! The alula (fun word, huh? That's their thumb), and a major and a minor 

digit. They don't have #4 and #5 like we do -- saves room, makes them lighter, easier to 

fly! 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

And while we're talking about anatomy ... and phalanges and all that ... and comparing to human 

anatomy ... 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Every time I have this conversation with Dr. Miranda, she does her "bird pose" -- and after we 

talked about it last night, I decided I REALLY needed a photo of her in her bird pose. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

I'm sort of surprised she complied ... and not only complied but she sought me out this morning 

to get it done ... 

 

Congowings:  

The suspense is killing me . . . 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

So when you're wondering "where is a bird's wrist"? And do they have hand bones? There are a 

lot of similarities you can draw if you pose like this: 
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Congowings:  

  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

What can I say, she likes teaching! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

With the femur, tibia, and fibula, does the tarsometatarsus (hoped I spelled it correctly) add 

another 'section' to the leg. What exactly does that bone do? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

First, a run-down from Dr. Miranda: from the top down- femur, tibiotarsus (the tibia and part of 

the ankle joint are fused) and fibula, tarsometatarsus (another part of the ankle and the 

metatarsals are fused), then the digits at the feet. In humans, the equivalent of the 

tarsometatarsus would be the tarsal and the metatarsal -- in birds, this is fused (you know 

... they like to fuse some bones to save room/weight!)  

 

All the foot bones are really important in birds though -- to evenly distribute all that weight and 

force from taking off and landing! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

Yah Dr. Miranda!! 

 

Comment:  

:) 

 

Comment:  
Looks like a yoga pose !!! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

And the teacher has a question - was it NZ's tarsometatarsus that she injured last year when she 

fledged? 

 

 
 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Yes, very good! 
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Comment:  
I want to see everyone do the bird pose--and a pic of Mrs. Matheson’s class doing the bird pose 

posted to WCV FB wall! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

We'll try, Lydia - it may take a little while! one bird pose coming up. 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

How many for our last class? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

We've got 1222 people on right now! 

 

Congowings:  

Make that 1,222 people and one bird . . . 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

How many people are doing the Dr. Miranda bird? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Well, class, I did want to say congratulations on your awesome kickball tournament ... it sounds 

like you guys had quite a record and played some really good games! And thank you for 

the t-shirt!! 
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Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

Well, that is all our questions. We have enjoyed asking questions and learning from you this 

year. Much more interesting than a science book. We were wondering since we've asked 

CN/EN questions during the year, if they had any questions for us? 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

You're welcome! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Well ... my question for you guys ... what did you guys learn this year? 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

It may take a few moments, Miss Amanda - blog 'froze' so need to refresh and do some typing. 

Each student is typing their answer - so be prepared! 

 

Comment From Alex in Mathesons:  

That Great Horned owls eat SKUNKS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 

Comment From genesis ms.matheson:  

i leared that never to keep wild animlas thank you ms. amnda for everthing 

 

Comment From genesis ms.matheson:  

P.S THIS YEAR WAS AWSOME I GOT TO MEET DAIVS ;) 

 

Comment From Nadia oldMathesonstudent:  

i LEARNED THAT EVERYONE CAN HELP SAVE ANIMALS 

 

Comment From John/Mathesons Class:  

I Learned,Almost all the Bones on a Birds Body and the Diffrence between A Barred Owls Body 

and a Regular Human Body :) 

 

Comment From asia from Miss. Mathesons:  

I learned alot of things about barred owls and other animals :D 

 

Comment From Areli:  

I learned all adout you guys and lots about owls. 

 

Comment:  
Yes...class, what has been your FAVORITE thing from this year? 

 

Comment:  
I was wondering if any of the class mates are now interested in studying biology...maybe making 

a career in animal care? 

 

Comment:  
Are any of Mrs. Matheson's students considering a career in wildlife medicine? 
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Comment From sam:  

I lorn about owl 

 

Comment From Dakota Ms.Matheson:  

I Matheson learned quite allot this year… 

 

Comment From davy mrs Matheson:  

i learned that barred owlfly quitly! 

 

Comment From joan :0  

I learn so many things like that owls have wish bones owls have high kneel and that is really cool 

then you put gustavo and a mouse on a tv show and i love learnig 

 

Comment From Theylor:  

I Ilikedrawing NX! 

 

Comment From Kayla mrs. Matheson:  

I learned a lot about wild animals, mostly barred owls! :) 

Comment From andrew=ms. matheson class:  

I learned that owls have high knees. :] 

 

Comment From edgar in Mathesons Class:  

I leaned that you need to know a lot of thing to get through life and how owlws are awesome!! 

 

Comment From Marisol Mrs. Matheson stu:  
Well have learned lots of thing this year like to not keep a barred owl as a pet and to play in the 

middle of the like NX.:) 

 

Comment:  

Mrs Matheson’s class - what is your favorite animal that has or is staying at WCV? 

 

Comment From Richard in Matheson’s clas:  

I learn about owls in books and about the bones too. 

 

Comment From Guest:  

I lern that birdes have Knees ,and malle is smallervb then 

 

Comment From GENESIS MS. MATHESON:  

:D 

 

Comment From Giselle in Matheson class:  

I have learned many things about owls and other animals. 

 

Comment From Nadia oldMathesonstudent:  

P.S)THAT GUS HAS HIGH NEES! 
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Comment From genesis ms.matheson  

bETH- MY WOULD BE Buttercup :) 

 

 
 

Comment From ivan:  

I learned that owls have different bones from humans. I'm glad I got to be in Mr.s Matheson 

class because I learned alot. 

 

 

Comment From Sam:  

I lernd about animal and other stuff. 

 

Comment: 

Will you watch the cam once school is out? 

 

Comment From joan  

butter cup is so cute :) 

 

Comment From Giselle in Matheson class:  

my is GUS ( hes a star ) 

 
 

 

Comment From genesis ms.matheson:  

yesss sue everdayy 
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Comment From Marisol Mrs.Mathesons stu:  

Yes I would like to be a vet.I 

 

Comment From gualberto:  

i learned that barred owl can see in the dark and other cool stuff about wcv and all the birds out 

their 

 

Comment From Nadia oldMathesonstudent:  

YES SUE!(: 

 

Comment From ivan:  

i like Gus 

 

Comment From davy mrs Matheson:  

my favorite animal is a red tail hawk 

 

Comment From asia in Matheson:  

mine is Gus or buttercup 

 

Comment From Kayla mrs. Matheson:  

My favorite animal is either Gus or NX! 

 

Comment From Dakota mathesons class:  

Actually, Sue I do plan to try to get on between school work and stuff. 

 

Comment From GUS:  

I LOVE ALL OF YOU MRS MATHESONS CLASS! HOOT HOOT!!!! 

 

Comment From Montana:  

Yes I will be on as much as I can. 

 

Comment:  

Which one of you will take Ms. Amanada's job someday? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Oooh, good question! 

 

Comment From Richard in Mathesons clas:  

My favorite animal is Guss#1 

 

Comment From Sam:  

I like Misty and gus 
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Comment From Areli:  

I like the DIVA !!! 

 

Comment From Giselle in Matheson class:  

iam going to take miss. amanda jod thats me 

 

Comment From ivan:  

oooo me me me 

 

 

Comment From andrew=ms. matheson class:  

ME ME OOOOOOOOO 

 

Comment From Orlando in Mss. Matheson:  

Me 

 

Comment From genesis ms.matheson:  

O Oh Oh Me Me mE 

 

Comment From Nadia oldMathesonstudent:  

OHH ME ME I WILL! 

 

Comment From Montana:  

I`ll try the best I can. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Oh my, I guess I'd better get ready to retire in ... what, 12 years? 

 

Comment From gualberto:  

i would like to take mrs amanda job yay 

 

Comment:  

Study hard in school in all your classes. 
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Comment From gualberto:  

my fravorite animal is gus cause he is a star to me and alot of other pepole to and misty if she 

was her and that is all i have to say 

 

Comment From edgar in mathesons:  

Mmmm my would be GUSSSSS !!!!! :O 

 

Comment:  

We enjoyed learning with you! Good luck in your next years! 

 

Comment From John/Mathesons Class:  

I Really Don't Know my Favorite Animal in The wildlife center,Mrs.Amanda you think you can 

Pick one For me? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

How about a ... 

 

 
 

Comment From Desiree Mrs.Matheson:  

I would like to take care of animls and i would take Miss.Amanda place. 

 

Comment From andrew=ms. matheson class:  

12 YEARS AHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 

Comment From Areli:  

Thank You guys for everything you guys gave us!!! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

Mr. Clark is going to be busy interviewing! lol 

 

Comment From Dakota MathesonsClass:  

I wont exactly take Amanda's job. I'll just borrow it for a few days.. 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Oh good, I'll go on vacation! 

 

Comment From asia in Matheson:  

thank you for every thing you did for us . i learned alot about animals.I like the FEAR THE 

FIESTY t-shirts.:D 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

Questions came up - Why are the turtle's eyes red? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

The male box turtle typically has red eyes -- though not always -- but it usually is a gender thing! 

 

Comment From genesis ms.matheson  

FEAR THE FEISTY ;) 

 

Comment: 

I hope all of you can visit WCV sometime! It is a magical place!! We all LOVE it! 

 

Comment From John/Mathesons Class:  

Alright,So your Saying the Turtle is my Favorite Animal Now.I Like it :) 

 

Comment From Giselle in Matheson class:  

am going to miss all of you guys 

 

Comment From genesis ms.matheson:  

THANK YOU MS. AMDANDA FOR EVERTHING U ROCK :D 

 

Comment From Nadia oldMathesonstudent:  

HAPPY EARLY BIRTHDAY MR.ED CLARK! 

 

Comment From Kayla mrs. Matheson:  

Thank you for evry thing you did for us!!! I loved when you sent the fear the feisty t-shirts!!! 

Thank you for sending pictres and keeping us up on all the updates!!!! :) 
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Comment:  

I think Ms Amanda needs to talk to Randy about traveling to Arizona and have you help her 

moderate the critter cam this summer! 

 

Comment From ivan:  

jajaja i will like to take care of animals too like you 

 

Comment From gualberto:  

my fravorit animal is squirt he is come and so times dangers that is why i like squirt 

 

Comment From Marisol Mrs.Mathesons:  

Thank you Eagle Nation for everthing tou have done for us and givven us like the Fear the Fiesty 

Shirt AND MUCH MORE!:) 

 

Comment From JASON IN MATHESON CASS:  

Hiiiiiii ever one Jason is here.I will say that I lick ever thing we did this year.The thing I lick the 

most is that I can do this. So I will say goodbay ever one. 

 

Comment: 

I think Ms. Matheson is a very caring, excellent teacher, and you students are eager to learn, and 

very very smart! 

 

Comment:  

Happy Summer to all of Mrs. Matheson Students & to Mrs. Matheson from Indiana!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 

Comment:  

Theylor I loved you NX drawiings! And I loved all the stories and graphs and worked shared by 

the class! I will msitt you guys so much and have learned alot from you! I hope you all 

stay tuned into critter cam and let us know how you are doing! 

 

Comment: 

Love the picture, class! Have a fabulous summer!! 

 

Comment From Giselle in Matheson class:  

Thank you for everything Miss.Amanda andd peeps i will miss all of you 

 

 

Comment From Desiree Mrs.Matheson:  

Thank you for ever thang you guys did for us 

 

Comment: 

Hey Thank you Ms. Matheson for sharing your students and thank you class for all the great 

questions and answers I hope you all have a great summer 
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Comment From Richard:  

THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING!!1 

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

John says there are so many to choose from! He says "That one!' with the tutle photo! 

 

Comment From Sam:  

Theylor said that I like Buttercub 

 

Comment: 

How many of you in Mrs. Matheson's class would like to repeat with her next year? 

 

Comment:  

I think the Feisty are in Mrs. Matheson's class! Good luck in 6th grade kids! 

 

Congowings:  

Mrs. Matheson - you are amazing! And your students are very special. I have enjoyed your 

sessions on the Critter Cam Moderated Discussion so much. You have not only asked 

questions you wanted to know the answers to, but have asked questions others have been 

interested in. Thank you for letting us share your classroom. I know I won't forget your 

class and all the wonderful students!  

 

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

Well, we're going to need to wrap this up - we need to go vote for the PEFA. Our last day is 

Thursday and tomorrow the Pocket Peeps will be joining us for our Water Day with the 

Fire Department and Awards on Thursday. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

You guys have been awesome this year. It's been wonderful getting to "know" you over the 

discussion, and I have LOVED following all of your various assignments that you have 

worked on in class -- I'm so glad Mrs. Matheson shared all of those things with us, and 

since they are showcased on our website, we'll always have them around (and I still have 

a bunch of stuff that I have to post this summer!) 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

I will always treasure the "Rockin' Raptors" shirt that I have, and the things I've gotten from you 

guys over the year -- holiday cards, the board games, the turtle magnet, the key chain, the 

little warm green fuzzy I got for my birthday last year (still taped to my computer). Best 

of luck to you guys in 6th grade -- I hope you'll come back and see us on the Critter Cam 

and moderated discussion, and keep us posted on what you are doing! You never know ... 

maybe in 9 or 10 years some of you guys will come and do a wildlife internship here at 

the Center ... and then you can take over my job and I can retire. :) 

 

Comment From Theylor:  

Mrs.matheson is c00l 
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Comment From ivan:  

thank you for all that you guys have giveng us T-shirts the photos and we lear alot of owls and 

all does 

 

Comment From andrew=ms. matheson class:  

Thank you for all you'v done. :( ROCKEN RAPTERS OUT ,buy 

 

Comment From Areli  

Hay Miss Amanda I have a question for you.Howmany talons does Gus have? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Four on each foot! 

 

Comment:  

I hope I am in your pocket! 

 

Comment From Orlando in Mss. Matheson:  

FEAR THE FIESTY FEAR THE FIESTY 

 

Comment From Alex in AZ:  

Okay see everyone after summer brake BYE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! :-) 

 

Comment From Marisol Mrs.Matheson:  

Nooooooooooooooo.......... i DONT WANT TO WRAP UP 

 

Comment From davy:  

hi miss amanda 

 

Comment: 

I learned Mrs. Matheson is a fabulous teacher.....I hope Mr. Matheson and her class have a 

wonderful summer. 

 

Comment From gorge:  

hi mrs. matheson 

 

Comment From Guest:  

BYE 

 

Comment: 

Thank you Mrs Matheson for teaching your class about wildlife and thank you class for helping 

us learn with all your questions right along with you. 

 

Comment:  

Have a great summer students, it has been so fun, you even taught me a thing or tow. Hopefully 

we will see you back with your 6th grade teacher. 
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Comment:  

I love that pic of Ms Amanda and Gus in their Rockin Raptors T shirts! Awesome! 

 

Comment:  

Well, the love that Mrs. Matheson has for her students and the teaching profession shines thru. I 

am sure that they will all miss her as we will all miss all of the wonderful kids from this 

year's class. It has been such fun trying to answer the questions and hoping to remember 

all that we learned in 5th grade. 

 

Comment From Guest:  

questin for congo. how did wcv lock when they first mayed it 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

I will have to scan some old photos, sometime ... it's way before we had digital cameras!! 

 

Comment From John/Mathesons Class:  

Oh,Yea for the Kickball Tournament we Wrote on a Little piece of a Paper "Pocket Peeps" For 

Good luck Becuase we Forgot FEAR THE FIEST t-shirt 

 

Comment From ivan:  

fear well a will mist you guys turttles 

 

Comment From John/Mathesons Class:  

Thank you For everything? 

 

Comment From davy:  

byeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee missssssssss amandaaaaaaaa 

 

Comment:  

So long, Mrs. Matheson's class! Thank you so much for joining us and enriching all of our lives. 

Have a wonderful summer and keep in touch. 

 

Comment From Alex in AZ:  

SEE YOU LATER A.K.A. Tootaloo 

 

Comment From Guest:  

good bye see yousoon 

 

Comment: 

Thank you Ms. Matheson and class. Sharinng class with you and reading your insights and 

comments has been both a joy and an education! Thank you, again, and have a great 

summer. 

 

Comment From RICHARD:  

bye bye EVERYONE 
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Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  

I'm hoping to do this again next, with probably a different CFC, if Miss Amanda feels up to the 

challenge! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Yes, let's plan on it!! 

 

Comment From edgar in mathesons:  

bye bye everyone see you all some other time! 

 

Comment From kayla mrs.matheson:  

Have a great summer! I will get on the blog time to time when I'm in Juior High! Bye!! 

Comment From Montana:  

By guys i`ll be on every day over the summer so THANK YOU for everything you`ve done so 

TOOTLES!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 

Comment From Dakota Ms.MathesonsClass:  

Goodbye! Thank you all for everything. I'll try to get on during summer and next year.! 

 

Comment From GENESIS MS.MATHESON:  

BYE MS. AMNDA ILL MISSS U BYE SAY YE TO MY CUCH 9GUS0 FOR ME SEE U 

NEXT YEAR AT JOUIR HIGH :D 

 

Comment: 

Mrs. Matheson you and your class are awesome. Thanks for a great year. Enjoy your summer. 

Thanks Amanda for allowing us the privelege to be a part of this great experience. Hi 

Congo and EN. 

 

Comment From desiree Mrs.Matheson:  

bye ever one 

 

Comment From Sam:  

Bey Miss.Amanda :) 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Bye, everyone! 
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Comment From Areli:  

Good by staff and Miss Amanda. 

 

Comment From giselle in matheson class:  

BYE BYE iam going to MISS you guys miss.amanda tell gus bye and i am going to miss him 

alot thanks bye bye peeps 

 

Comment:  

It's been great being part of your class, everyone! Have a great summer all, hope to 'see' you on 

chat again!!! ♥ 

 

Comment From gualberto:  

see you later have a great summer and good luck to you mrs amanda see you later 

 

Comment From Marisol Mrs.Matheson:  

Totules to all of u i will miss u but i will hope on once in a while 

 

Comment:  

Don't forget to send a photo of the class in 'bird pose'! 

 

Comment From NadiaoldMathesonstudent:  

FAREWELL IAM CRING WE WILL MISS YOU I DONT HAVE AN COMPUTER gUS 

EVEN IF THE ADOPTION IS OVER YOU ARE STILL WITH ME!): 

 

Comment From John/Mathesons Class:  

Toodles Amanda's ;) 

 

Comment:  

Have a great summer class .. enjoyed all these sessions! 

 

Comment From joan:  

goooooooooddddddbbbbbye I will mis all of you the eagale peeps and the wcv bye :( :( :( :( :( :( 

:( 
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Comment:  

Awwwwwww---why are my eyes leaky? 

 

Comment From Marisol Mrs.Matheson: 

:( 

 

Comment:  

Bye kids! Make sure to go out and teach everyone about all of the wildlife you have learned 

about! Have a great summer! 

 

Comment From Asia in Mathesons:  
have a great summmer to all of you .i might have a chance to see you guys again. Bye 

Miss.Amanda and Congowings 8D 

 

Comment:  

Have you all explained to your families how much fun you have had learning about eagles, owls, 

hawks and all the other animals. I hope you are able to continue to follow WCV in the 

future and keep in touch with the Eagle Peeps. Have a great summer and a wonderful 

future. 

 

Comment:  

Have a great summer class, it's been fun this year, you've taught me a lot! 

 

Comment:  

Oh my,,if I did the bird pose they would have to hire 2 crane services to get my knees 

straightened back out! Hope you each have a wonderful summer break and look forward 

to hearing from you again in the fall. From the Okefenokee Swamp! 

 

Comment:  

The class's Easter Bunny stories were great. I loved them all. 

 

Comment:  

Great questions Mrs. Mathesons class - wish I had this when I was in school 

 

Comment:  

thank you Mrs.Mathesons class for the great questions this year! have a great summer♥ and keep 

in touch with us please! 

 

Comment:  

Hello Ms. M & Class ~~ I hope that both teacher and students will feel free to check in on all of 

CN/EN even when they are off for the summer ~~ cuz we will still be here !!! 

 

Comment:  

Bye kids it's been great getting to watch you grow and learn you are all incredible! Soar to new 

heights like Gus and never look back! :) 
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Comment:  

Bye, bye, thanks for all of the great questions. Have a nice summer and good luck in Jr High! 

 

Comment:  

Well drat, I've never done good byes well: 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

:( 

 

Comment:  

Class: So many times this year I've gotten tears when I see all the stuff you're doing and thinking. 

Have a great summer, and give Ms Matheson a hug for the whole Nation, OK? Congrats 

to the Raptors, you made us all proud. 

 

Comment From NadiaoldMathesonstudent:  

bye! 

 

Comment From THEYLOR:  

Goodbye miss. Amanda 

 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Bye everyone! 

 


